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* Attendance below 90%
* One or more suspensions
* Course failure in ELA or mathematics
*

Grade Grade Grade
6 7 8

Attendance 
below 90%

25 18 33

1 or more 
suspensions

7 47 53

Course failure 
in ELA or 
mathematics

10 29 35

Level 1 in ELA 
or 
mathematics

65 52 71

Level 1 score on statewide, standardized assessments in ELA or 
mathematics

How many students exhibit 2 or more of the indicators?
96

How many students by grade level exhibit each indicator?

Describe tiered intervention strategies employed by the school to improve the academic 
and behavioral performance of the students identified and to prevent others from 
exhibiting the indicators (for example, PBIS, Tier 1, and Tier 2 interventions).

Dr. John Long Middle School

 Dr. John Long Middle School will provide a safe, relevant, and rigorous learning environment to 
foster positive relationships empowering our diverse community to reach their highest potential. 

 All our students achieving success in college, career, and life

Use the following indicators to complete this section:

Early Warning Systems/SB850
Pasco Schools requires this for all  schools. ANY  school that serves any students in grades 
6, 7, or 8 has the requirement per Sections 1001.42 and 1003.53, F.S.
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Pasco Schools require this for all schools.

Describe the strategies the school employs to support incoming and outgoing cohorts of 
students in transition from one school level to another (e.g., preK-K, 5th-6th, 8th-9th), AND 
describe the stratgeies used to welcome new students into the school.

Strategies used at the school to align curriculum and instructional materials 
to state academic standards
Strategies the school uses to implement integrated digital instruction, 
project based instruction, and competency based instruction
How the school uses differentiated instructional strategies to engage and 
meet the needs of all learners

Teachers within the same content and grade level are given the same planning period for the 
school year, and are required to meet weekly with their PLC team.  Teams are required to 
document instructional practices, how their curriculum aligns with the standards, and 
interventions for students not meeting standards, and enrichment for those already at proficiency 
at each weekly meeting.  A leadership team is comprised of teachers from all grade levels and 
content areas.  This team meets monthly to identify students who are at risk and analyze 
intervention data from the academic teams.  The leadership teams works with academic teams to 
implement quarterly on-track celebrations to celebrate student success.  The leadership team 
disseminated information to the PLC's to further academic initiatives.

Student Transition and Readiness

Within grade level and content PLC’s, teachers develop differentiated instructional strategies to 
provide Tier 1 support in the classroom.  PLC’s will identify essential learning targets for units, and 
provide Tier 2 instruction to students who do meet proficiency within these targets.  A school wide 
PBS system was implemented and students make quarterly videos around a positive focused 
behavior (i.e. respect, citizenship).  Additionally, students are given positive referrals for exhibiting 
the positive focus behavior in the classroom, cafeteria, or during transition time.  A Problem 
Solving PLC was created to identify students who exhibited two or more indicators.  This 
information is given to teacher teams, who are responsible for documenting interventions for 
these students.  The Problem Solving PLC analyzed the documentation and provided feedback to 
the teams.

Collaborative Teaching
This section is required for all  schools, per section 1012.98, F. S. 
Describe the specific strategies the school uses to implement PLCs and MTSS. Include the 
following:

The processes at the school for engaging in interdisciplinary planning, 
collaboration, and instruction
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College and Career Awareness 
Pasco Schools require this for all schools.

Once a year, a team of 8th grade teachers collaborates with a team of teachers from Wiregrass 
Ranch High School.  Discussions within these meetings included standards based instructional 
practices, and identifing procedures and practices within the classroom to assist with transition 
into high school.  An articulation committee of 6th grade teachers and 5th grade teachers from 
feeder schools meet annually to disscuss standards based practices and procedures regarding 
grades, homework, and parent communications to assist students with the transistion to middle 
school.

Describe the strategies the school uses to advance college and career awareness, which 
may include establishing partnerships with business, industry or community organizations; 
integrating technical education with academic courses; and/or adding industry 
certification opportunities.
Our CTE curriculum offers a high school credit course in medical skills, and one in business 
computer applications that students make elect to take and receive high school credit upon 
successful completion.  Once a year, our CTE team organizes a career fair utilizing teachers from 
high school career readiness courses to provide students with demonstrations regarding the high 
school programs and careers that align with them.  

Safe and Inclusive Schools
Pasco Schools require this for all  schools.
Describe the actions planned to create a safe and inclusive environment in the school 
including bullying prevention strategies, if not already included in the goal sections. If 
actions are already included in the goal sections, list the goal in which actions are included. 
(Consider Together We Stand discussions and planning, student leadership team input, 
and communication with staff and students).

Our 8th grade counselor leads “Longhorns United” a group of students dedicated to problem 
solving bullying behavior in the school.  Students may complete anonymous incident reports to 

report bullying behavior that are investigated by the administration.  Each quarter, a school wide 
character development trait promoted through student videos and positive referrals.  Teams will 

provide students, parents, and administration with weekly agendas for the upcoming week.

Dropout Prevention and Academic Intervention 
This section is required for any school with a dropout prevention and academic 
intervention program , per Section 1003.53, F.S.
Does the school have a program (for example: SSAP)? If yes, describe the program.

Best Practices for Inclusive Education (BPIE) 
Pasco Schools require this for all  schools.
Describe the actions planned that address priority needs identified as a result of the Best 
Practices for Inclusive Education (BPIE) Assessment, if the actions are not already included 
in a goal section. If included in a goal section, list the goal in which the actions are 
included.
See Goal 2
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Our dropout prevention program includes six dedicated staff members that are responsible for 
student contact daily, semi-quarterly data monitoring, and a possible learning lab class period if 
necessary. The staff members include an administrator, dropout prevention learning lab teacher, 
and four guidance counselors. Guidance counselors and administration work with staff semi-
monthly to review student progress, monitor interventions, and provide new interventions when 
necessary.   Dr. John Long Middle School also provides extended day once a week to be utilized for 
students needing to recover failed classes.

Academic Enriched, Innovative Programs 
This section is required for any  school with academic enriched, innovative programs.
Does the school have any academic enriched, innovative programs? (for example: AVID, 
Cambridge, IB, AP, etc) If yes, describe the program.
NA



School:
Review Date:  Review Date:  

Goal 1:       

 

 

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

Action Step 4

Strategy Implementation Monitoring (Fidelity and Effectiveness)

  Pasco County Schools Success Plan 

Initial Plan Development Date:  6/13/2017

Math: Increase student learning gains from 64% to 70% in the lowest quartile and provide extended learning for students at the 
mastery level with an increase in learning gains from 75% to 80% as measured on the Florida Department of Education School Grade 
calculations. 
ELA: Increase student learning gains from 45% to 50% in the lowest quartile and provide extended learnin for students at the mastery 
level with an increase in learning gains from 62% to 67% as measured on the Florida Department of Education School Grade 
calculations. 
Increase the number of proficient science students from 63% to 68%. 
Increase the number of proficient  civic students from 87% to 90%. 

What strategy will be used to overcome/reduce barriers to goal 
attainment?

What outcomes does the goal support?

Monitor interventions and CFAs for SB850 
and lowest 25% students. 

Identify SB850 students not proficient on 
ESSENTIAL targets and the lowest 25%
Develop timeframe for interventions and 
CFAs on ESSENTIAL targets

Person who leads progress monitoring Tools/data for progress monitoring Timeframe, frequency of progress monitoring

Administration log of quarterly data meetings

Identify students who are not proficient in essential learning targets.
Strategy Implementation (Strategy 1 Goal 1)

What evidence will be used to measure progress toward targets which lead to goal attainment?  
Evidence of progress monitoring 

Administration Monitor common formative assessments, 
summative assesments, common district 
assessments, intervention data, and state 
assessments

Monthly, quarterly, annually

Excellence in Student Achievement--Employee Success--Tax Payer Value--Connecting to the Community

Before Unit

Before Unit

Targets for goal:

 

District Priority Support of Goal:  

 Increase Systems to Support Students

Goal Monitoring

High Impact InstructionCollaborative CultureData Driven Decisions 

Dr. John Long Middle School

Monthly

What will be done in action step Timeframe for action stepEvidence of action step 
occuring

Person who leads action step

List of SB850 students not 
proficient on ESSENTIAL 
Calendar to include ESSENTIAL 
targets

Monthly SIT meeting

PLC leader

PLC leader

PLC leader

Strategy/Strategies to be implemented

Data from interventions and 
CFAs

PLC leader Report data to PLC data collector based on 
calendar timeframe.

Weekly



 

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

 

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

 

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

 

Action Step 1

Person who ensures strategy monitoring 
occurs

Timeframe for monitoring strategy 
implementation and effectiveness

 Method by which strategy is monitored

Monthy SIT meeting

Evidence of strategy 
monitoring  

Notes from data chats and 
walk throughs

Administrator

Administrator

Data chats with PLCs and SIT team on 
SB850 students and the lowest 25%.
Data chats with teachers and walk 
throughs

Monthly

Quarterly

PLC Data Logs and student 
work samples

PLC leader  Analyze effectiveness of interventions and 
student performance on CFAs, Collaborate 
on Instructional Best Practice and 
ESSENTIAL targets

By unit - Individual PLC's will determine 
timeframe and frequency

CFA results are accessible to all 
stakeholders

PLC leader and administrator CFA results will be compiled in excel on 
Office 365.

Monthly

Strategy Implementation (Strategy 2 Goal 1)
What strategy will be used to overcome/reduce barriers to goal 

attainment?
Monitor student progress in achieving mastery in essential learning targets.

Evidence of action step 
occuring

Person who leads action step What will be done in action step Timeframe for action step

Strategy Implementation Monitoring (Fidelity and Effectiveness)
Person who ensures strategy monitoring 

occurs
 Method by which strategy is monitored Timeframe for monitoring strategy 

implementation and effectiveness

Administration data meetings Administrator
Attend PLC meeting, monthly SIT meeting, 
and monitor intervention and CFA data in 
logs

Weekly, monthly, quarterly

Evidence of strategy 
monitoring  

Administration data meetings Adminstrator Monitoring grades reports Progress and report grades

Administration data meetings

What strategy will be used to overcome/reduce barriers to goal 
attainment?

 Collect, analyze and log data to evaluate effectiveness of student interventions

Evidence of action step 
occuring

Person who leads action step What will be done in action step Timeframe for action step

Strategy Implementation (Strategy 3 Goal 1)

Administrator Quarterly Data Quarterly

PLC's analyzing interventions 
and outcomes documented in 
PLC logs and My Student 
Gradebook

PLC Leader Data is collected and used timely to 
continue intervention cycle

Weekly



 

Action Step 1

 Method by which strategy is monitored Timeframe for monitoring strategy 
implementation and effectiveness

Administrative Data Meetings Administrator and PLC members

Evidence of strategy 
monitoring  

PLC meetings, PLC Log, My Student 
Gradebook

Quarterly

Strategy Implementation Monitoring (Fidelity and Effectiveness)
Person who ensures strategy monitoring 

occurs





 



Goal 1: 

 

 

Mid Year Reflection

 Increase Systems to Support Students

Has the goal been achieved?
If the goal has been achieved, describe the evidence that indicates this: (This completes the narrative for the 
goal.)

This section is to be completed after mid-year assessment data is available.

If the goal has not been achieved, is desired progress being made to accomplish the goal by the end 
of the year?
If desired progress is being made, describe the evidence that indicates this: (This completes the 
narrative for the goal.)

If desired progress is not being made, have the barriers been reduced/eliminated?
If the barriers have been reduced/eliminated, describe the evidence that indicates this: 
(This completes the narrative for the goal.)

If the barriers have not been eliminated/reduced, are the strategies being implemented 
with fidelty as designed?

If the strategy is being implemented with fidelty as designed, what evidence 
indicates this? Engage in a problem solving process to determine if changes 
need to be made to the strategy. Describe the changes made:

If the strategy is not being implemented with fidelty as designed,  engage in a 
problem solving process to determine if changes need to be made to the 
strategy or strategy implementation. Describe the changes made:



School:
Review Date:  Review Date:  

Goal 2:       

 

 

Action Step 1 PLC logs PLC leader and Administrator PLCs will collaborate to create a 
framework that shows which learning 
targets are essential (need to know), 
focus (good to know) and on-going (nice 
to know).

Prior to curriculum units being taught

Data Driven Decisions 

Goal Monitoring
What evidence will be used to measure progress toward targets which lead to goal attainment?  

Evidence of progress monitoring Person who leads progress monitoring Tools/data for progress monitoring Timeframe, frequency of progress monitoring

Strategy/Strategies to be implemented

Strategy Implementation (Strategy 1 Goal 2)

Math: Increase student learning gains from 64% to 70% in the lowest quartile and provide extended learning for students at the 
mastery level with an increase in learning gains from 75% to 80% as measured on the Florida Department of Education School Grade 
calculations. 

 ELA: Increase student learning gains from 45% to 50% in the lowest quartile and provide extended learnin for students at the mastery 
level with an increase in learning gains from 62% to 67% as measured on the Florida Department of Education School Grade 
calculations. 
Increase the number of proficient science students from 63% to 68%. 
Increase the number of proficient  civic students from 87% to 90%. 

Administration log of quarterly data meetings Administration Monitor common formative assessments, 
summative assessments, common district 
assessments, intervention data, and state 
assessments

Monthly, quarterly, annually

High Impact Instruction

  Pasco County Schools Success Plan

Initial Plan Development Date:  6/13/2017  0
 All student learning experiences match the rigor of the essential standards.

District Priority Support of Goal:  

Excellence in Student Achievement--Employee Success--Tax Payer Value--Connecting to the Community
Dr. John Long Middle School

What outcomes does the goal support?
Targets for goal:

Collaborative Culture

What strategy will be used to overcome/reduce barriers to goal 
attainment?

Content areas will identify essential learning targets with checks for understanding within the 
curriculum.

Evidence of action step 
occuring

Person who leads action step What will be done in action step Timeframe for action step



Action Step 2

Action Step 3

 

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

 

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

 

Action Step 1

Student data PLC leader PLCs will determine how mastery of 
essential learning targets will be 
measured

Before assessment of essential learning 
target

Data from student checks and 
lesson plans

PLC leader Development and analysis of formative 
assessments for essential learning targets.

Prior to curriculum units being taught

Strategy Implementation Monitoring (Fidelity and Effectiveness)
Person who ensures strategy monitoring 

occurs
 Method by which strategy is monitored Timeframe for monitoring strategy 

implementation and effectiveness

Administrator and teachers PLC logs Monthly

Administrator and PLC members Discussion within PLCs

Identify students needing interventions or 
enrichment. Determine appropriate 
strategy(ies) to increase  or exceed 
mastery of learning target.

 Following Formative Assessment

Evidence of strategy 
monitoring  

Person who ensures strategy monitoring 
occurs

 Method by which strategy is monitored Timeframe for monitoring strategy 
implementation and effectiveness

 PLC Logs PLC Leader Analyze Results Following Assessment

Discussion within PLCs Monthly

My Student Gradebook

PLC logs and lesson plans Administrator
Attendance at PLC meetings and teacher 
data chats

Prior to curriculum units being taught

Strategy Implementation Monitoring (Fidelity and Effectiveness)

PLC logs, student work, lesson 
plans, My Student Gradebook

PLC leader and administrator Plan for Instruction.  Teach learning 
target.

Prior to Formative Assessment

Lesson plans, PLC logs PLC Leader

Evidence of strategy 
monitoring  

Strategy Implementation (Strategy 2 Goal 2)
What strategy will be used to overcome/reduce barriers to goal 

attainment?
Implement interventions or enrichment to targeted  level  of mastery for essential learning targets.

Evidence of action step 
occuring

Person who leads action step What will be done in action step Timeframe for action step

Formative Assessments Monthly

PLC Logs, and Adminitrator 
data meeting logs, data checks

Administrator and PLC leader



Action Step 2

Action Step 3

Administrator
Attendance at PLC meetings and teacher 
data chats

Prior to curriculum units being taughtPLC logs and lesson plans

PLC logs, lesson plans, and 
administrative data meetings

Administrator
Attendance at PLC meetings and teacher 
data chats

Quarterly



Goal 2: 

 

 

If the barriers have not been eliminated/reduced, are the strategies being implemented 
with fidelty as designed?

If the strategy is being implemented with fidelty as designed, what evidence 
indicates this? Engage in a problem solving process to determine if changes 
need to be made to the strategy. Describe the changes made:

If the strategy is not being implemented with fidelty as designed,  engage in a 
problem solving process to determine if changes need to be made to the 
strategy or strategy implementation. Describe the changes made:

Mid Year Reflection
This section is to be completed after mid-year assessment data is available.

 All student learning experiences match the rigor of the essential standards.

Has the goal been achieved?
If the goal has been achieved, describe the evidence that indicates this: (This completes the narrative for the 
goal.)

If the goal has not been achieved, is desired progress being made to accomplish the goal by the end 
of the year?
If desired progress is being made, describe the evidence that indicates this: (This completes the 
narrative for the goal.)

If desired progress is not being made, have the barriers been reduced/eliminated?
If the barriers have been reduced/eliminated, describe the evidence that indicates this: 
(This completes the narrative for the goal.)



School:
Review Date:  Review Date:  

Goal 3:       

 

 

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

 

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Documentation of student 
meeting on reflection form

Mentors Mentee will do a weekly reflection log for 
the mentor

Once per week

Collaborative Culture

Evidence of action step 
occuring

Person who leads action step What will be done in action step Timeframe for action step

List of mentors and their 
students

Administration Off-track students will be identified and 
placed with a staff member

After 1st quarter progress report

What strategy will be used to overcome/reduce barriers to goal 
attainment?

Off-track student mentoring program

Goal Monitoring
What evidence will be used to measure progress toward targets which lead to goal attainment?  

Evidence of progress monitoring Person who leads progress monitoring Tools/data for progress monitoring Timeframe, frequency of progress monitoring

Administration meeting logs Administration Annual parent, student, and staff survey, 
mentoring reports

Annually, monthly, quarterly

Strategy Implementation (Strategy 1 Goal 3)

High Impact Instruction

  Pasco County Schools Success Plan

Initial Plan Development Date:  6/13/2017 0 0
Increase staff and student engagement.

District Priority Support of Goal:  

Excellence in Student Achievement--Employee Success--Tax Payer Value--Connecting to the Community

Increase staff and student engagment and well being by 5% as shown by Gallup. 

Data Driven Decisions 
What outcomes does the goal support?

Targets for goal:

Strategy Implementation Monitoring (Fidelity and Effectiveness)
Evidence of strategy 

monitoring  
Person who ensures strategy monitoring 

occurs
 Method by which strategy is monitored Timeframe for monitoring strategy 

implementation and effectiveness

Reports from "Mentor" class Administration
My Student documentation of "mentor" 
class

Quarterly

Administration is included on 
weekly agenda e-mail

Administration Checks of weekly team agendas Weekly

Dr. John Long Middle School

Strategy/Strategies to be implemented

Documentation of student 
meeting on reflection form

Team Leader Mentors will meet with students to 
discuss academic, atendance, behavior, 
and progress 

At least once per week

Strategy Implementation (Strategy 2 Goal 3)



 

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

 

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

 

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

 

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Team Leader is able to create 
weekly team agenda

Team Leader Each content area team member will 
submit an agenda for the upcoming week

Weekly

Notes of leadership meetings Administrator
Conversations with team leaders during 
leadership meetings

Weekly

Administrator
Conversations with team leaders during 
leadership meetings

Weekly

Strategy Implementation Monitoring (Fidelity and Effectiveness)
Evidence of strategy 

monitoring  
Person who ensures strategy monitoring 

occurs
 Method by which strategy is monitored Timeframe for monitoring strategy 

implementation and effectiveness
Administration receives 
weekly team agenda

Strategy Implementation Monitoring (Fidelity and Effectiveness)

Evidence of action step 
occuring

Person who leads action step What will be done in action step Timeframe for action step

Designate spirit days on the 
school calendar.

Administration Spirit days (college day, team color day 
etc.)

Prior to teacher planning week

Staff celebrations on school 
year calendar

Administration and staff recogniztion 
committee

Coordinate staff celebrations throughout 
the year

Quarterly

Evidence of strategy 
monitoring  

Person who ensures strategy monitoring 
occurs

 Method by which strategy is monitored Timeframe for monitoring strategy 
implementation and effectiveness

Documenting how many staff 
members participate in spirit 
days

Administration
Oberservation of staff members 
participating in spirit days

Quartely

Notes of staff recogniztion 
committee

Administration
Administrator is part of the staff 
recognition committee

Monthly

Weekly team agenda communicated to all stakeholders.

Evidence of action step 
occuring

Person who leads action step What will be done in action step Timeframe for action step

Team agenda sent to 
administrator

Team Leader Teams will send out weekly team 
agendas 

Weekly

Strategy Implementation (Strategy 3 Goal 3)
What strategy will be used to overcome/reduce barriers to goal 

attainment?
Coordinate various staff celebrations throughout the year

What strategy will be used to overcome/reduce barriers to goal 
attainment?



Goal 3: 

 

 

If the barriers have not been eliminated/reduced, are the strategies being implemented 
with fidelty as designed?

If the strategy is being implemented with fidelty as designed, what evidence 
indicates this? Engage in a problem solving process to determine if changes 
need to be made to the strategy. Describe the changes made:

If the strategy is not being implemented with fidelty as designed,  engage in a 
problem solving process to determine if changes need to be made to the 
strategy or strategy implementation. Describe the changes made:

Mid Year Reflection
This section is to be completed after mid-year assessment data is available.

Increase staff and student engagement.

Has the goal been achieved?
If the goal has been achieved, describe the evidence that indicates this: (This completes the narrative for the 
goal.)

If the goal has not been achieved, is desired progress being made to accomplish the goal by the end 
of the year?
If desired progress is being made, describe the evidence that indicates this: (This completes the 
narrative for the goal.)

If desired progress is not being made, have the barriers been reduced/eliminated?
If the barriers have been reduced/eliminated, describe the evidence that indicates this: 
(This completes the narrative for the goal.)



Check for Yes to certify each of the required elements listed below are included in your Success Plan.

 

∗

∗

∗

Conditional

∗

∗

∗

Electronic Signature

Student performance data were used in developing objectives of the school improvement plan (Pasco County 
Schools Success Plan).  Section 1008.22, F. S. (Student assessment program for public schools)   
The School Advisory Council membership composition is in compliance and assisted in the preparation and 
evaluation of the school improvement plan (Pasco County Schools Success Plan) required pursuant to s. 
1001.42(18).  Section 1001.452, F. S. (District and school advisory councils)  
The Principal provided leadership in the development, revision, and implementation of the School 
Improvement Plan (Pasco County Schools Success Plan). Section 1001.32, F. S.; Section 1001.54, F. S.

increased opportunities for professional collaboration among and between teachers, guidance 
counselors, instructional leaders, postsecondary educators engaged in pre-service training for 
new teachers, and the workforce community.  Section 1012.98, F. S. (School Community 
Professional Development Act)

School leaders generated a focus on student and professional learning in the school that is clearly linked to 
the system-wide strategic objectives and the school improvement plan (Pasco County Schools Success Plan).  
Rule 6A-5.080, F.A.C. (Florida Principal Leadership Standards)

The school improvement plan (Pasco County Schools Success Plan) was developed collaboratively and focused 
on 

enhanced, differentiated, standards-based instructional strategies to engage students, 
increased opportunities for professional collaboration among and between teachers and all 
students, and 

The Best Practices for Inclusive Education (BPIE) Assessment was completed and priority needs were 
identified. Identified actions are included either in the goal section or the narrative section of the Success 
Plan.

All Schools

Assurances

 

Your electronic Signature (The UserID you used to login to this site and your Employee ID) This certifies that all 
checked requirements are included in the School Improvement Plan (Pasco County Schools Success Plan) for 
your school.

If the school has any of these conditions:

a significant achievement gap of one or more student subgroups 

a lower graduation rate for a subgroup compared to state’s graduation  rate  
has not significantly decreased percentage of students scoring below satisfactory on statewide 
assessment 

strategies are included to address the above existing conditions. Section 1001.42, F. S. (Powers and duties of 
district school board)       
Each school that establishes a dropout prevention and academic intervention program at that school site 
must reflect the program in its school improvement plan (Pasco County Schools Success Plan). Section 
1006.53, F. S. (Dropout prevention and academic intervention) 
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